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Abstract
Even the Westfield Mall security was appalled that day at Golds
Gym in Arcadia Cali, the person literally kicks me in the back in
the locker room, and nothing was done. This has been a violent,
recurring event through-out these reports:
Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/seven-11.pdf
Last night 08/30/2021, again, I am leaving the Glendale Central
Library, as a loop with pathology and proximal stimuli
combativeness to indoctrinate, stimulate and trigger an event,
with the historical of abuses, objects left at proximity, I
egress to see this at my backside, alerted because of the
combative predator to invade my space:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/a-3.jpg
Post this fatigue stimuli to awaken someone, I am presented with
a reference of this pedophile to indoctrinate a “vision for you”
in scope of these criminal twelve step programs and now
affiliated with Tony Robbins, inundated with unwanted touching,
olfactory, quips, gestures, shaking of ones body to agitate and
conversational impediment. The perpetrator is offensive though
suggesting an aligned consensus:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/two.jpg
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Pattern disrupts to disappoint, sanitize cognitive and
indoctrinate, I get the dog walker pedophile in loop, and this
one becomes combative, facing me off while trying to trigger and
assault and reference a recent Pasadena Police Report at interim
#1PA0075342:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/one.jpg
All resourcefulness is impeded, every pipeline and homeless since
2001, on disability SSA/SSI since 1989, of profound Human/Civil
Rights Violations with Hate Crimes, these things do not, did not
and will not happen otherwise, as public transportation is a
hostile environmental, bus operator using the bus as a weapon
and with rider aligned to integrate emotional upheaval, there ae
these maids that have an interstate criminal network with Janyce
Langlot of Veradale Washington and parameter with Brad J. Beck
of Greenacres Washington, my mother and step-brother an end to
end with Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington. Sleeping
behind a garbage bin for the last twenty years, this one is at
interim, lately a pathology to leave toilet paper and scope of
profound relatives discussed in reports linked in this document:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/maid.jpg
The relentless attempt to destroy the quality of my life
continues with an attempt to execute a 5150 by criminals to
contain their conspiracies and crimes, as there is this “pick
him up” rhetorical and of what I am confronted first off this
morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/truck.jpg
I navigate the dog walkers in scope of accost and crime, I am
here, one of many observational of health care workers and
institutions at where there are criminals with a priority to
take unfair advantage capitalize off others:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/puppy.jpg
My Metro 180 Bus Ride to Glendale Cali from Pasadena this morning
was momentous with the operator shaking the bus, far now after
all these years a struggle and of such strength and overseer of
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this circus, this Sheriff is in sync as I exit the bus at Brand
Blvd and Broadway in Glendale Cali:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/truck1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/truck2.jpg
Pedophilia And Hater Crimes
My inner peer group is aware not to communicated with anyone
other than me. I have had extensive experience with gaslighting,
ambush of its priori and of being a target of unjust attacks:
impediment, obstruction to get resources and of a relentless
criminal pipeline and with children a hostile element of that
proximal equation?
The accusation and justification of validation for hostile
stimuli and state, a such as that another besides that occupant
involved in such hostile stimuli and state, there is an excuse
by them that another may need a psychiatric evaluation and of
the backstory that started a litany of abuses dated from the
winter of 95, that 5150 by Pasadena Police out of the Pasadena
Central Library, Pasadena Cali; with me a patient at Edgemont
Hospital, I am remembering my recent weekend, that proximal
pathology and its metrics, specifically at when I was confined
in a small room in 2019 and of that colon screen interim,
thereafter; requesting that I get a psychiatric evaluation to
get a colon screen?
My Primary did recommend his personal doctor, which was
inconveniently switched, for our relationship has a raised bar
and of an element of personal trust, so when I came back that
they had denied my H Poli test results for five years, were
impeding recent results and occupied same environmental with a
pedophile to indoctrinate my state all the while that Metro Bus
Drivers are shaking the bus targeting my stomach and with out of
consensus riders on board to agitate me emotionally and or cause
psychological and or physical sickness and of proximal libido
weirdos, he asked me to handle the colon screen end myself. I
did get that taken care of, but today; at Vons 311 W Los Feliz
Rd, Glendale, CA 91204, I go to the Starbucks there, how do I
know about these employees:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/ecmccready.jpg
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Crime, Shooters And Terrorism
The accost continue; bizarrely copious of an offense, the
approach of these joggers in context of this narrative, objects,
persons of invading space, public transportation, libraries,
groceries and any and all resourcefulness impeded, surveillance
by criminal infrastructure and relentless of when leaving any
environment, the Starbucks employees at Vons yesterday
09/08/2021, 311 W Los Feliz Rd, Glendale, CA 91204, they were
inept by design, deliberate to cause and with object to engage a
security personnel, cause incident and or assault and exclude
from premises.
This recurring event tactic has kept me on disability since July
of 1989; homeless since 2001 and impeded, disrupted of all Life
Liberty and Property, this is in a pipeline to Janyce E.
Langlot, Brad J. Beck of Veradale, Geenacres Washington
respectively, and Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington who
was married to my father, a man who raped my mother and
illegally started thoroughbred race-horses for decades. He died
in 2007, yet Tukwila Washington is now the highest crime rate in
our nation, and horse racing at local scope Los Angeles County
is rife with fraud, drug trafficking, child porn, human
trafficking and steeped in decades of misinformation for power
and profit. This picture here of Sylvia M. McCready on facebook
has beget contraband in my coffee with drugs, child porn,
prostitution and fraud more of interest, except only a
derivation of feces id to dispose of toilet paper and or
defecate to agitate, maids mostly and loop with my mother Janyce
Langlot who gave birth to me at age seventeen. Sylvia here is my
stepmother:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sylvia.jpg
The Starbucks employee weirdly handed me a bag yesterday, not all
there by intent and not executing responsibilities by a
preoccupation with crime, and when I get to Mail Box Planet
today, observational on the way of the positioning of persons
out of consensus, the homeless, drug addicts, alcoholics and
those with emotional problems, this bag is in scope with
residual food items enclosed within it:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/20210908_072215
.jpg
The property of 4716 S 144th St, Tukwila, WA 98168 begs
questions, and certainly no new benefit excuses the unprovoked
attacks and injustices here, yet the scope of the misinformation
digs to the core of 9/11 and does reference this loop as an end
to end cause.
Killing Thoroughbreds
Be reminded that I am a child prodigy and reference my father, a
rapist and part of a prominent Pacific Northwest Horse Racing
Family with Global scope:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ecmccready.jpg
He illegally started Thoroughbreds for decades, as a pipeline of
misinformation is creating crime and with 9/11 implications,
errant shooters too, “To Be Positive” was the last Thoroughbred
I conditioned. Brutally impeded from the starting Gate at Santa
Anita Park Race Track in fall of 85 abouts, why I am denied
entrance to Santa Anita Park Race Track because of a categorical
lie that I had alcohol on my breath?
Take for instance the television series LUCK. Here I am, with two
top tv specs, a CSI comparison to award winning episode “Grave
Danger,” a Tarantino story and Greys Anatomy, a comparison to
“Into You Like A Train”:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/voodoochild.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/outtogetus.pdf
They don’t get better than that, on an edge a nose in front,
though a clear preservation and balance of productions
challenged then, and for this, I was kicked out of South
Pasadena Library then? This proximal predator, a relentless
agitator dates to the very same people to this day! Decades on
SSA/SSI – homeless for twenty years, I am an exceptional person
with extraordinary talent, so I still have greatness in my
trajectory!
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Last night, at Target, 777 E Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101,
same zip-code as Mail Box Planet and the garbage bin I have
slept at for over twenty years, a decade stretch before that!
Always at point of purchase, and the staff in red nested in is
directing it all:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/1.jpg
There was nobody more qualified for me to be on the set of LUCK,
but all they could do is kill thoroughbreds! Most likely for
insurance money! I am constantly challenged at this location,
many other stores, resources too, so she directs security toward
me because I would not enter the area impeded by her direction:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/2.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/3.jpg
The latter was of a weak target and voice, yet I am a rooted
Wushu with decades of I Ching probabilities, so my sensory
acuity is far greater and with perception that is no match for
this person violating my space, grievous of harms to trigger a
catastrophic criminal event and or exclude me from local scope
resources. Lately on the bus, they have been touching me feet,
and then aligning it so I would be engaged by this Sheriff:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/truck1.jpg
They get in proximity after such intrusive patterns, wiggle their
feet at me in libido offense that loops a root into Arcadia Cali
and specifically Santa Anita Park Race Track, legacy security
and recently Glendale Cali Central Library Security, particular
this one positioning himself to cause violent attack, here an
adjacent bake to slight psychology and state to injure:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/unnamed-2.jpg
Accosted this morning, the Tony Robbins jog up jock, this one
wearing the color-coded shoes approach, mine stolen from me like
my food and clothing lest they defecate too? And, getting on the
Metro 180, this woman lies in wait to collide or create a
violence:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/a.jpg
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And last night, leaving Glendale to Pasadena, I had to stand in
proximity because the bus was compromised, like the Target
though this an impediment and offensiveness by rider and with
diver in a out of consensus charades with himself, as I crank on
a youtube “Infuse Positive” subliminal, consult probability of
archetypes, stack one and close my eyes to shut all out and
chant the Daimoku under my breath to sustain state and autonomy
of humanism, I may bounce a joy of its environmental occupation
at interim, so today, I am confronted with this offense,
relative to the Tony Robbins strategy and most always involves
libido of pedophiles:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/b.jpg
None of this is happening otherwise, and the infrastructure
continues to indoctrinate, cohabitate and facilitate criminals.
Summary
Proximal metrics that are adjacent, patterns and profile networks
that originate from my child-hood, being left-eyed but righthanded, a deliberate switch as a child is the window at where
stimuli to cause sickness and or emotional, psychological
illness still exists. For decades now, I have developed
probabilities, have Dimensional Array Traversals with local to
Global scope that involves bio-function and its occupation.
Metrics of inference will continue to define relative Positive
Entropy with catastrophic results, for I am no longer with a
steel face securing my resolve. I am the winner not the victim.
Dereliction of Duty, Obstruction of Justice and misinformation
discussed has Democracy at stake, and with ample quality of life
much more attractive even under Communism as a rule, like the
fell of Communism in Russia, it is very probable that the United
States as we know it will not recover, nor be able to retaliate
from the grievous Human, Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes
discussed in these series of PDFs on NAME, IDENTITY, MEANING post
on my site => ECMcCready.com
Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
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